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Over the rainbow now showing
Bismarck native and Missoula, MT, artist Britta Anderson, along with
Fargo glass blower Jon Offutt and cut-glass mosaic artist Lauren
Donovan, Hazen, headline The Capital Gallery’s new exhibition “Over the
Rainbow.” The exhibition is presented with the support of Stifel.
The show features over 100 art objects, from Anderson’s oil paintings of
sea, land, and cloud-scapes along with muslin sculptural works; to Offutt
and Donovan’s glass pieces. An added feature is a collection of new pieces
from Vergas, MN copper and steel artist Patrick Shannon.
Anderson describes herself as “an artist working with materials such as
oil, natural objects, and installation to explore themes of contemporary
landscapes and aesthetics—through form, space, and structure.”
Offutt, who has been producing nationally-acclaimed blown glass for
decades, says, “I have always been a vessel maker. Starting with clay in high
school, I felt a real affinity for the vessel form, and when I encountered the
blowing process in college, it just felt right.”
Donovan has been experimenting with cut glass work for several years,
and this is her third exhibition in the gallery. She has recently turned her
attention to working with wood-based wall hangings. Her collection on
display, “Sea Glass,” is in the folk-art genre.
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remembering
Alvera BerGquist
By David Borlaug, Co-Director

T

wenty-seven years ago, at a
Washburn community event,
a stylish woman walked up to
a booth I was manning for our
fledgling foundation, promoting
our plans to create the Lewis &
Clark Interpretive Center. She
leaned over the table, picking up an
impromptu brochure we had run off
on a copier, remarking, “Oh my, this
looks just wonderful!”
That encounter began a long
friendship with Alvera Bergquist,
who went on to become our
“Donor Number One,” providing
the lead gift to our first capital
campaign. That gift was followed
by many more over the years, all
tied to her love of art and culture.
She funded our acquisitions of
both the 81-aquatint Karl Bodmer
collection; and the 25 print set
of George Catlin, dating to 1844.
These collections are now owned
by the people of North Dakota,
through our State Historical Society.
Because of Alvera, we determined
to make art central to our
interpretive approach at the
Center and Fort Mandan. Many
more acquisitions followed,
including contemporary artists
Michael Haynes, John Coleman,
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and Vern Erickson. In fact, Vern,
inspired by Alvera’s commitment
to us, donated his impressive
collection of Lewis & Clarkthemed paintings to the Center.
We dedicated “Erickson Gallery”
in the Interpretive Center, much
to Alvera’s delight. Alvera died in
February, after living a wonderfully
vibrant life, at the age of 94.
Her impact on our organization
included introducing me to the
Scottsdale, AZ art scene, and the
late artist Fritz Scholder, whom
she knew and admired. In fact,
she taught grade school in a room
next door to Fritz’s father for
many years. She also appreciated
the art of Minot’s Walter Piehl.
Today, our gallery’s own collection
of art (not for sale, but for display)
is centered on these two artists,
who were also friends of each
other.
When we made the big move,
leaving Washburn and creating
The Capital Gallery in Bismarck,
she was thrilled that our mission
became devoted to art. In her
advancing years, we didn’t see
her as often as we’d wished in
the gallery, but we knew she was
appreciating our work, and proud

“No, I should be
thanking you.
You changed
my life.”
to know she helped launch
it in a big way.
Through the years,
whenever, at a public event,
I would thank her for her
generosity to us, she would
interrupt me and say, “No,
I should be thanking you.
You changed my life.” Becoming
a philanthropist, devoted to art,
brought Alvera great joy, and we
are proud to have been an enabler
for her to do that.
Several years ago, at a reception
hosted by the company that
managed her investments, she
was asked to speak. She talked
about the importance of art,
culture and philanthropy in our
lives. Referencing our creating
“The Bergquist Gallery” in her
honor, she concluded, “I always
wanted to have my own gallery,
and thanks to this foundation,
now I do!”

Alvera Bergquist was featured in a news story
when she funded the acquisition of Michael
Haynes portraits of Lewis & Clark, on display
in the Lewis & Clark Interpretive. Here she’s
shown with David Borlaug, admiring them.
Photo courtesy of The Bismarck Tribune.

We will be forever grateful for how
Alvera set us on a course that led
us to operating two important
art galleries in North Dakota, and
bless her memory, forever.
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You matter
to us
Marci Narum, Co-Director

I

f there is one thing that has
become crystal clear in my nearly
two years with the gallery, it’s how
important our relationships are
with you.
Are you an artist? We value
the relationship we have with
you – you become friends and
often become part of our gallery
family; so, we celebrate with you
and grieve with you during your
biggest life events. Thank you for
allowing us into your lives and
trusting us to represent you.
Are you an art buyer or one of our
Capital Gallery Society Patrons?
Your support helps us continue
opening the gallery doors every
day. We keep you in mind while
staging each exhibition, and it
gives us joy to see your eyes light
up when you walk into the gallery
to see new artwork displayed on
the walls.
We go to great lengths for our
artists and art buyers and will
continue to do so, but it’s never a
bad time to reach out to us with
your questions or ideas. We are
happy to listen, in fact, as you’ll
read in this issue, it’s because
of what we heard from you last
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We value the
relationship we
have with you
– you become
friends and often
become part
of our gallery
family; so, we
celebrate with
you and grieve
with you during
your biggest life
events.
summer that we’re now offering
art classes as part of our Inspired
Living Well-Being Program.
I will admit, there are pressures
that come with this work, but the
rewards are often unexpected, and
joy filled. And they almost always
involve moments with you. I look
forward to seeing you in the gallery
soon.

T

he Capital Gallery is proud to be a
center of art and culture, beyond its

visual forms. Thanks to the grand piano
now gracing our space, we have become
popular with visiting performers of the
Bismarck-Mandan Symphony Orchestra,
both for rehearsals and special events.

Emely Phelps rehearses in the gallery
for her February performance with
the Bismarck-Mandan Symphony
Orchestra.

Our Grand Piano
Attracts Star

Performers

By David Borlaug, Co-Director

The piano, a Baldwin Medium Grand, is
complemented perfectly by Marcella
Rose’s dramatic work, “Essence of Grace,”
a 70 x 84 inch oil painting.
In February, Ohio University artist-teacher
Emely Phelps performed Brahms Piano
Concerto No. 2 with the orchestra. She
took advantage of our piano several
days, rehearsing for the concert, and
proclaimed it “a lovely piano!”
Timothy Pinkerton,
a Bemidji, MN, violin
prodigy (he began
performing with their
orchestra at age 10)
was in Bismarck in
March, performing
the Bruch Violin
Concerto with the
BMSO. The Bemidji
and BismarckMandan orchestras
are both under
the direction of Dr.
Beverly Everett.

Accompanied by Maestro
Dr. Beverly Everett,
Timothy Pinkerton
performs in the gallery
for the orchestra’s
“Conductor’s Club”
reception in March.

The gallery values
this special partnership with Beverly
and the orchestra, encouraging the
community to enjoy the sights and
sounds of art and culture.
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Great Success for
“Wild Thing” Artists!
By David Borlaug, Co-Director

T

he Capital Gallery’s “Wild
Thing” exhibition in March

and April was one of our most
successful ever, with featured
artists Marcella Rose, Pelican
Rapids, MN, and Vern Erikson,
Bismarck, both selling many
pieces. Other artists included
were Linda Donlin, Donna
Cristy, Walter Piehl, and Todd
Clausnitzer.
A highlight of the show was
Marcella’s collection, Song of
the Nokotas, drawing attention
to the remnant herd of horses
from the Bad Lands of North
Dakota, now in the care of
Linton’s Frank Kuntz. She
donated a percentage of sales
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from the collection to support
his efforts.
Vern’s collection of seven
pieces, paying tribute to our
historic past along the Missouri
River, had only one remaining
painting after appreciative
collectors saw his work.
You’ll find all of these artists
now featured in The Capital
Gallery West, inside the Harold
Schafer Heritage Center,
Medora.
Enjoy this photo essay from
the exhibition, graciously
provided to us to share with
you by Bismarck photographer
Jerry Anderson.

Artist Marcella Rose (center) with co-directors
David Borlaug and Marci Narum

Young artists pose together after the reception.

SECOND ANNUAL STUDENT ART FAIR
By Marci Narum, Co-Director
It’s been four months, but we
are still basking in the afterglow
of our Second Annual Inspired
Living Student Art Fair. The
month-long exhibition in February
featured artwork from 30 students
– 28 of them hailing from Century
High School. We are extremely
grateful to CHS art instructors
Brad Lies and Jenna Jacobson for
encouraging and supporting their
students – and the gallery!
Nearly 80 people attended an

evening reception for the students,
who beamed seeing their artwork
displayed on the walls and
pedestals of a beautiful art gallery.
One student was overheard
saying, “It’s like I’m a real artist!”
We reminded them several times
during the program, “You ARE
artists, and we believe in you.”
That sentiment was repeated by
veteran artist and university art
instructor Butch Thunderhawk,
whose popular ledger art was

Left: Alicia and Dave Leingang present Olivia Data with the Most Promising Young Artist
award and a gift from Carden Custom Framing. Right: “Growing Roots” by Olivia Data.
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“You ARE
artists,
and we
believe in
you.”
Left: Butch Thunderhawk encourages young artists to “Not give up.” Right: Anja Fritz
painted “Grandpa Wayne’s Model A” using coffee as her medium.

showcased in the exhibition. “You
have to keep going, and don’t give
up,” he urged the artists.

CREA – Central Region Education
Association, and MDU Resources
Group.

Several students opted to sell
their artwork, and to the surprise
of a couple of them, their buyers
offered double or more of the
original asking price.

The young artists are eligible
to apply for The Capital Gallery
Student Art Scholarship.

ANJA FRITZ of CHS was not
willing to part with her painting
for any price, as it was a lovely
tribute to her grandfather, Wayne.
Anja received the People’s
Choice Award and the Award of
Excellence for Most Heartfelt.

Awards of Excellence for
Fine Art
Cali Gerhardt, CHS, Tranquil Lake
Sondra Big Leggings, CHS, Hedgy
Emily Russon, CHS, Someone
Spilled Paint on my Turtle
Chase Hoescht, CHS, All-State

OLIVIA DATA, also a CHS student
was named The Most Promising
Young Artist and received the
award for Most Compelling.

Hannah Dorrheim, CHS, King Me

We are grateful to our partners
and friends, David and Alicia
Leingang from Carden Custom
Framing, and our sponsors,

Kaden Jangula, CHS, Big Ben

Tylar Kraft, Legacy High School,
Earth’s Beauty
Sophie Lies, CHS, Chloe

Adrian Harrison, CHS, A Hidden
Dependence
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Left: “Among Us” by Ava Abyzo. Middle: “Swing” by Isabelle Strid. Right: “Desolate” by
Sophia Portra.

Molly Krushevsky, CHS, The
Painting Process

MOST ENGROSSING
Sophie Portra, CHS, Desolate

Mya Steckler, CHS, Hammock in the
Summer

MOST COMPELLING
Olivia Data, CHS, Growing Roots

Sydney Sheehan, CHS, Queen
Boudicca
Taylor Cook, CHS, Cyber Punk Face
Mask
Jayda Fischer, CHS, In Two Minds
Hannah Smithers, CHS, Artemis
Isabella Martinez, CHS, Under the
Birch Tree
Jin Xi Chin, CHS, Legacy
Gracyn Brennan, CHS, I Scream for
Ice Cream
Alivia Ding, CHS, Daydream
Macy Fridgen, CHS, Chasing Love
Awards of Excellence with Special
Recognition
MOST GRIPPING
Kade Orstad, CHS, Realistic Hand
Sculpture
MOST COMPASSIONATE
Gillian Lunde, Standing Rock H.S.,
Kokopelli
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MOST HEARTFELT
Anja Fritz, CHS, Grandpa Wayne’s
Model A
MOST INNOVATIVE
Ava Abryzo, CHS, Among Us
MOST CURIOUS
Matsen Delling, CHS, Study of the
Jumper
MOST WHIMSICAL
Isabelle Strid, CHS, Swing
MOST DELIGHTFUL
Kynlee Gardner, CHS, Dare to
Travel
MOST INTRIGUING
Eli Wilder, CHS, Untitled
Most Promising Young Artist
Olivia Data
People’s Choice Award
Anja Fritz

WINE'D P

Summer Social
AND F UNDRAI SER

SUNDAY, JUNE 26, 2022
4 p.m. MST
Hosted by Emily Walter and Rolf Sletten
On the patio of
The Capital Gallery West
Harold Schafer Heritage Center
Medora, ND
Fine Wines, Cheese and Charcuterie
Performance by "Queen of the West" Emily Walter
Original Fine Art Wine Bottles Auctioned by Rolf Sletten
In Partnership With

Please RSVP by JUNE 22
Marci@TheCapitalGallery.com
Take in the Badlands Classic Car Show Saturday, June 25!
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SUMMER HOURS
in downtown Bismarck is
CLOSED Saturdays
Memorial Day through Labor Day
Open Monday - Friday
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

VISIT US AT

WEST

inside the Harold Schafer Heritage Center
Medora, ND
Open EVERY DAY all summer!
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
TheCapitalGallery.com
701.751.1698 | 701.220.3491
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Historical Piece
New Gallery
Fixture
By David Borlaug, Co-Director

O

ne day last December,
Bismarck architect/
developer Loran Galpin stopped
in at the gallery, and admiring our
recently-acquired grand piano,
noted wall space adjacent to it,
and said “I’ve got something that
would look perfect there!”
That “something” was a late 19th
century hand-crafted mirror
stand, representing the quality
of work from that era, in North
Carolina, where he acquired the
piece several years ago. It’s been
crated since then, as he waited to
determine just where to place it.
That visit to The Capital Gallery
convinced him we were the ideal
home for it!
The piece is on loan to the gallery
at this time, and we are seeking a
donor who will allow us to acquire
this lovely antique so that we may
be its permanent home.
We are grateful for Loran
thinking of us with this
magnificent piece, and welcome
anyone who would like to help us
acquire it. Contact Marci or David
at the gallery and let’s visit!
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T

he flow state: also referred to as being
in the zone; professional athletes do
it, writers, musicians, and dancers do
it. Flow has taken on almost mythical
status as a performance enhancer as well
as conferring benefits like inner peace
and increased life satisfaction. But what
actually is flow?

the flow state
By Sally Chernenko

The whole
world drops
away and in
its place are
the smooth
cotton and
goopy colors
I slowly shape
into something

Can you think of a time when you were so
engrossed in something that you lost all
sense of time and self? “Flow Theory,” born
out of the positive psychology movement
of the 1970’s and recently popularized, is
described as a state in which an individual
is completely immersed in an activity while
experiencing a kind of energized focus. It’s
characterized by optimism, hope, and deep
enjoyment without exertion.
A MEDITATIVE PRACTICE?
If you’ve spent any time studying
successful living practices, you’ve almost
certainly run into things like yoga,
meditation, and visualization as ways to
(among other things) quiet the mind.
Flow can be added to that list as research
shows that it creates a state in which “pure
presence” is reached.
According to studies, people in the flow
state report feeling “in control” and “fully
alive” while experiencing a condensed
chronological perception in which time
seems to fly.
ART AS FLOW
As an artist, I find flow when I paint. The
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whole world drops away and in
its place are the smooth cotton
and goopy colors I slowly shape
into something completely new.
It’s the world of manageable
struggles and sweet victories that
make up the creative process. In
good times, it’s a vacation; in bad,
a refuge.
Art as a gateway to the flow
state is not my personal secret.
Art as therapy has been shown
to augment things as diverse as
PTSD treatment, chronic pain
management and memory care.
So how does one take advantage
of this wellspring of mental and
emotional vibrancy?
PLUGGING INTO FLOW
The art of flow happens in that
sweet spot between boredom and
anxiety, when skill and challenge
are in perfect equilibrium. You

won’t experience flow while
sweeping the floor because its
too easy (boring). Trying to sculpt
Michelangelo’s David would
probably prove discouraging. Be
challenged, but not overwhelmed.
Here are some other earmarks of
the flow state:
• Mental absorption
• Single focus (not multitasking)
• Immediate feedback
• Low levels of self-referential
thinking (including stress and
worry).
Do you have to be a pro artist to
experience flow? No, it’s more the
other way around; I found artistic
proficiency through flow.
Here are some great reasons I’ve
found for practicing art as flow:
• Art can grow with you: start
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•

•

•

•

simple and find your own style
and comfort level.
There’s no right or wrong –
there are many styles besides
realism and the goal is
exercising creativity.
There’s no rush. You can put it
down and pick it up when you
have the time.
Expression without words.
Therapists report that art is
especially helpful with grief or
other strong emotions that are
hard to verbalize.
Accessibility. You can practice
art for the rest of your life since

it’s not physically demanding.
• Emotional relief. Participation
in art is shown to reduce
depression and anxiety.
Where will you find flow? I found
mine at the end of a paintbrush.
Maybe yours is there too.

You can join Sally this summer in
Medora for “Painting with Sally”
paint-along classes offered by The
Capital Gallery West. Book your
tickets through Medora.com.

WA T C H F O R

MORE
ART CLASSES
COMING THIS FALL
IN BISMARCK
AND THE
SURROUNDING
AREA.
Please contact us at The Capital
Gallery if you would like to learn
more about bringing The Inspired
Living Well-Being Program to your
facility. We can also accommodate
small groups in the gallery.
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paint

with me!

AH, SPRING! Baby leaves soften
twiggy treetops, lawnmowers
hum cheerfully, and blossoms
perfume the air.

The town of Medora is gearing up
for another fun-filled, memorymaking summer, and The Capital
Gallery West is rolling out a brand
new attraction for your creative
enjoyment!
Medora and the stunning vistas
that surround it have been
inspiring artists for decades, from
the eponymous Marquise herself
to many present day creatives.
While painting in the lobby of the
Harold Schafer Heritage Center
last year, I had the opportunity
to chat with hundreds of Medora
guests. From those conversations
emerged a common theme: there
are lots of people who are drawn
to making art but might not know
where to begin.

Sally Chernenko

We provide:
• aprons
• all supplies and equipment
• refreshments
• laughs
• games
You’ll leave with a light heart, and
a finished piece of art ready to
hang or frame. Bring your BFF,
your honey, kids, work team,
or come by yourself for some
“me” time. Booking your tickets
couldn’t be easier; find them at
Medora.com. Priced at just $15 for
adults and $10 for kids, we expect
classes to sell out fast, so get
yours now.
I’ll see you there!

We listened!
Starting June 25th, “Painting
With Sally” will be a two-hour
long “Bob Ross” style paint-along
activity for families, beginners,
and hobby artists. Its main focus
is fun: no skill or experience is
required. Each painting features
a different basic skill that anyone
can learn.
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Additions to Gallery Staff
By David Borlaug, Co-Director

T

he Capital Gallery has been blessed with two new
staffers, one a “full time volunteer” and the other
recently promoted from part to full time status in an
important new role.

SALLY CHERNENKO, on a whim
during the Covid year, answered the
call for badly needed employees at the
Theodore Roosevelt Medora Foundation
two years ago, and embarked on an
adventure with an unexpected benefit.
She not only fell in love with the Bad
Lands, but also Medora legend Bill Sorensen.
Last year, the Michigan native worked for us in The Capital
Gallery West, demonstrating her talents as a painter three
days a week, while running the gallery for us. Another
story in this issue tells how she heard so often that visitors
would love art classes, and that provided a spark for us to
ask her to go full time as our “Programming Coordinator,”
teaching art classes this summer in Medora, and so much
more yet to come.
Her positive, infectious personality endears her to all she
meets, and we are so excited about what she will bring to
us as we strive to fulfill our charitable purpose, serving the
public by “Celebrating History, Art, and Culture!”
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BERNICE
DULETSKI
grew up in
ranch country of
western North
Dakota before
embarking on
a life that took her far from here.
Following a successful career
including city administration, she
retired “back home” to Bismarck,
near her sister, and soon became
a regular visiting the gallery. One
thing led to yet another, and we
asked if she would be interested in
part-time work. At the conclusion
of an interview, when we all
knew she was a perfect fit, we
discovered she wished to work as a
volunteer—BONUS!
She has helped Marci and David
enormously, tending to various
duties that are sometimes timeconsuming and little stressful (think
government paperwork) and we
look forward to more good things
to come through her.
Look for Sally in Medora this
summer and in Bismarck at the
close of the season, and Bernice
from time to time in the Bismarck
gallery. We know you’ll enjoy
getting to know both of them!
SUMMER HELP FOR THE
GALLERY
Three young artists are finding The
Capital Gallery a great place to get
first-hand experience working in
the world of art and culture, and
we are thrilled to welcome them!

ELLIE EGGL
is a student
at Minnesota
State University
Moorhead
currently studying
English, Studio
Art, and how to cook the tastiest
dinner possible on a college budget.
She is a volunteer intern for the
summer at The Capital Gallery and
is excited to learn the ins-and-outs
of gallery management!

MAREN
SCHETTLER,
a sophomore
English major
at UND, will be
contributing
written content
for Inspired Living this summer.
She hopes to pursue a career
in newswriting or editing for a
Christian publication. Maren’s
favorite pastimes are playing flute,
camping with family, and reading
and writing in various coffee shops.

OLIVIA DATA is
a 2022 graduate
of Century High
School. She is
passionate about
the arts, from
music to dance
to painting and more. She loves
to create her own art (read about
her award-winning work in our
Second Annual Student Art Fair!),
and she loves the power art has to
bring communities together. Olivia
is excited to learn more about the
art world at The Capital Gallery this
summer!
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Gallery Part of federal duck
stamp contest weekend
By David Borlaug, Co-Director

T

he waterfowl
hunting and
conservation world’s
eyes will be on
Bismarck, September
23 and 24, with US Fish
& Wildlife announcing
that the Federal Duck
Stamp contest will be
held that weekend
in the North Dakota
Heritage Center and
State Museum.

The 2021-22 Federal Duck Stamp winner was Delaware
artist Richard Clifton.

The Capital Gallery
is part of a steering
committee organized by the Prairie Pothole Joint Venture, hosts of this
major event, which attracts national attention every year. After a two-year
break from the event being public, expectations are high for this year.
The Gallery will be hosting events connected to the big weekend, including
“Opening Day,” our September and October exhibition presented by Prairie
Pothole Joint Venture, showcasing artists Sam Coleman, Bismarck; Todd
Clausnitzer, Bismarck; Michael Haynes, Salina, CO; Marcella Rose, Pelican
Rapids, MN; and more. Both Coleman and Clausnitzer are past Duck Stamp
Contest finalists, and their prize pieces will be displayed along with other
works.
There are many more public events in the works, and the gallery is
planning to attract past winners into the gallery for presentations and
signings. Keep watching for more details as this exciting event takes
shape!
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THANKS – TO YOU!
After five full years of operation,
we find ourselves answering many
requests and needs – from artists,
clients, and the community. One
consistent message is how much
art and the creation of it has the
power to heal. Now more than
ever, we see how art is helping
individuals of all ages navigate
everything from difficult life
transitions to seemingly impossible
situations where life hangs in the
balance. Many of the artists we
represent have shared how their
artwork is a safe place during hard
times, or the one thing that helped
them cope while they healed from
loss or tragedy.
Hearing this repeatedly, we have
made it part of our purpose to
offer opportunities for therapeutic
artistic creation, and we called
it our Inspired Living Well-Being
Program. We are currently seeking
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Our deepest gratitude to these
new and renewing Patron level
supporters in 2022:
Doman Bazzell and Leighel
Huntley
Larry and Linda Borlaug
David and Ruth Borlaug
Julie Burgum
Joyce Carter
Kevin Carvell
Phil and Marla Coffin
Bernice Duletski
Robert and Cherie Harms
Dennis and Renee Hill
Kathleen Jones and Irv Nodland
Jerry Kaup
Daryl and Virginia Kerzman
Ginger and Clayton Labine
David and Roseanne Lindell
Robert and Marilyn Mann

Larry and Linda Maslowski
Jeffrey Nelson
Gene and Connie Nicholas
Brian Peterson
Joyce Robinson and Paul
Gurholt
Jim and Sandra Roers
Bruce and Julie Schwartz
Jim and Marci Silrum
Gary and Martha Sorenson
Dr. Ron and Joyce Tello
Dick Unzelman
Roberta Wachter
Patricia White
Blair Flegal Estate
Alvera Bergquist Estate

corporate sponsorships whose
financial support will allow us to
develop this outreach program
with our artists, who will lead
various art classes for groups of all
ages and needs.
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$2,500

$1,000

$500

$250

109 North 4th Street
Bismarck, ND 58501

M

D

Y

Expiration________/_______/________CSV#_________ Signature___________________________________________

Credit Card#__________________________________________________________________________________________

Email_________________________________________________________________________________________________

City, State, ZIP ______________________________________________ Phone__________________________________

Address_______________________________________________________________________

Name ________________________________________________________________________

Please process my first payment to credit card, or check enclosed.

$5,000

Choose your level of annual support, and we will send you yearly reminders.

Thank you for making a commitment to help sustain and grow your gallery,
and arts programming designed with you in mind.

The Capital Gallery Society Patron Pledge Card

remembering
Mickey,
Gallery pooch
By “Unco David”

What we have once enjoyed
we can never lose; all that we
have loved deeply, becomes a
part of us. – Helen Keller

Our last issue of the Society
Forum carried the regular
column from Mickey, aka
“Mickeyangelo”our Gallery Pooch,
touching us with the fondness
of her Sweet 16 birthday in the
gallery.
If only we would have known that it
would be her last birthday with us.
While in human years she left us
at a ripe old age (90 plus by some
estimations), her passing came as
a shock for her parents, Marci and
Jim.
Dogs are like babies, in that we
dote over them, and our own are
certainly the most adorable, clever,
and high achieving. Such as it was
with Mickey.
From the tilt of her head and a little
“yip-yip” when she was lacking
attention, or the tender caress
of her head into our neck as she
nestled in for a nap, everything
about her was so endearing.
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She offered a wonderful greeting
for visitors to our gallery, often
rolling on her back on the floor for
tummy rubs, even from complete
strangers.
There is an endearing quality
of dogs, that they love us so
unconditionally, and no matter
what, they greet us at the end of
our day with complete affection.
We have loved hearing so many
lovely anecdotes from Mickey’s
time with her family, and look
forward to hearing many, many
more, as the grieving process
transitions into fond memories.
We wanted you, her Forum
followers, to know you won’t be
hearing from her any longer. But
her heart lives on with us, and The
Capital Gallery.
Don’t cry because it’s over, smile
because it happened. – Dr. Seuss

Co-Director Marci Narum
hangs a Katrina Case
painting in a Mandan home.
She and Co-Director David Borlaug
are available to bring art into your
home or business anytime! We call
it “Hang with Us,” and we will leave
art on your walls on approval. It’s all
part of being North Dakota’s most
popular fine art retail gallery!

NOVEMBER – MID-JANUARY
Second Annual I’ll be Home
Presented by The Title Team

SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER
Opening Day
Sam Coleman, Todd Clausnitzer, Michael Haynes,
and more in conjunction with the Federal Duck
Stamp Contest
Presented by Prairie Pothole Joint Venture

JULY-AUGUST
Girl on Fire
Featuring 12 female artists lighting up the North
Dakota art and culture community!

JUNE 20 - AUGUST 26
Uff Da: The Folk Art of Emily Lunde
Inside the Von Hoffmann House, Medora
Presented by the Blair Flegal Estate

NOW THROUGH JUNE 30
Over the Rainbow
Britta Anderson, Jon Offutt,
Lauren Donovan
Presented by Stifel

You Won’t Want to
Miss a Thing…
109 N 4th Street
Bismarck, ND 58501
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